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Introduction
The goal of search query targeting for Google Shopping is to close the gap 
between a shopper’s search term and the ad result.

If you are not one of the more recognizable big box advertisers (think the 
“Macy’s” of the retail world) then it’s likely your products will get pushed 
out by higher bids. These large-budget advertisers and brand sellers  
have the advertising dollars to spend to show up for popular or “upper 
funnel” searches.
 
Seemingly, the only way other mid-level brands and advertisers can 
show up, at a profitable rate, is via longtail searches.

In Google Shopping’s early days, success was heavily dependent on the 
quality of your product data, driven primarily by your product feed. 
While product data remains a significant factor in the overall success of 
a Shopping campaign, the program has evolved to include more of an 
emphasis on search terms.

So, how do advertisers get their products to show up for specific 
search terms?

For those who don’t already know, a Search network campaign is targeted 
by keyword(s). Unfortunately, keyword targeting does not exist for  
Google Shopping.
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For example, if someone searches for a “ceiling speaker” and you sell that product on your 
website―you can specifically target that search within your text ad campaigns via a keyword bid.

But, Google Shopping works differently than Search. Shopping campaigns rely on your data 
feed to target searches to your products.
 
Advertisers send their data feed to the Google Merchant Center and Google decides how to 
target certain searches to your products.
 
Google AdWords’ algorithm does a pretty good job of identifying product related and 
commercial queries. It leverages this to serve a relevant, but “appropriately diverse” mix of 
product ads to users and increases the probability that at least one of the products served 
resonates with the user.
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Unfortunately, Google Shopping can lead to mismatched products being served in the 
Shopping ad box on the SERP, which can potentially hurt an advertiser’s ROI.
 
It can also serve a seemingly random array of ‘related’ products which might not be your best 
converters, which can cost advertisers valuable impression space and potentially hurt the 
overall return.

"Normally, Google will reference the data feed and find all the items that match with 
that search and serve those as ads, but advertisers have limited control over which 
queries are triggering those ads. 

Google has established a campaign structure and bidding environment that does tend 
to create the necessity to bid up on certain items if you want ensure you get visibility on 
them for a particular search(s). This often leads to conventional thinking―which is to bid 
high on those products or those product groups."

- Lewis Brannon, Retail Search Manager | CPC Strategy

Although there is no such thing as “exact match” in Google Shopping campaigns, there is a 
way to simulate this strategy through whitelists, ISO™ Campaigns and Programmatic ISO™ 
Campaigns―which we will discuss in more detail in this white paper.
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Search Query Targeting  
In Google Shopping
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Search Query Targeting in  
Google Shopping
 
By elevating your marketing strategy and funneling out negative search terms―mid-level 
companies can hone-in on search query targeting and capitalize on the searches they are most 
likely to convert on and avoid wasting ad dollars on generic searches. 
 
For example, a search for “jacket” will feature advertisers on the SERP like Express and J. Crew:
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We call these general searches “top-of-the-funnel” since they are likely just starting their 
shopping process and haven’t yet narrowed their search to any particular brand, collection  
or product. 
 
You can convert on and drive incremental sales growth on these general queries, but 
advertisers don’t have full control over which products show up. 
  
Even if you break out your campaigns based on a single attribute, all that means is that the 
products being served within that campaign are J. Crew products. That doesn’t stop those 
items from showing up for other searches that might not be as optimally as targeted as you 
would like (ex: winter cargo jacket).
 
Google will still show your Shopping ads at the very top of the PLA grid, which means 
advertisers are bidding $1 (or more) to show their microwave for a search that is absurdly 
generic and doesn’t have a good chance of converting. 

That’s the pain of not having exact match targeting for Shopping campaigns, but thanks to a 
combination of keyword sculpting, negative keywords and priority settings, we can ensure that 
the right products are being shown for the appropriate searches.
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Bulk Negative Keyword Adding
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Bulk Negative Keyword Adding
 
AdWords negative keywords are important because they help advertisers sculpt or refine the 
reach of their targeting.
 
Negative keywords also help to ensure (for low quality or unqualified searches) that ads are 
not showing in places they shouldn’t be. When advertisers add terms as negative keywords or 
as keyword exclusions, their ads won’t show to people searching for those terms. 

"There are a few different reasons why (on a performance side) you would add a 
negative keyword. One reason we use negative keywords is to better sculpt or refine the 
targeting for your ad. You want to remove some of the variance in search terms so that 
when your ad is being served you know that it’s the most relevant. That would be helpful 
for improving quality scores, which lowers average CPC and improves your average 
position.”

- David Weichel, Paid Search Director | CPC Strategy

Negative Keywords

Prevent your ad from showing to people searching for or visiting websites about things 
you don’t offer 

Show your ads to people who are more likely to click them

Reduce costs by excluding keywords where you might be spending money but not 
getting a return

1

2

3
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How to Add a Search Term as a Negative Keyword
 
Negative keywords (at the campaign or the ad group level) exist on the keywords page at the 
very bottom. All negative keywords are based on an advertiser’s own knowledge or can be 
found in the search term report. 

The search terms report can be found in the dimensions tab for a particular ad group or 
campaign, along with all the metrics that advertisers need. 

Without taking a closer look at the Search Terms Report, advertisers might not come across 
these types of terms and could miss out on an opportunity to leverage a keyword for an 
advanced campaign strategy. 

Determining When to Add a Search Term as a Negative Keyword  
is Based on:

Qualitative Evaluation of 

what a person is searching for
Poor Metrics / Performance
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Google Shopping Whitelists

There are a couple of ways advertisers can leverage negative keywords to achieve a more 
targeted and thoughtful approach to PLA search query targeting. One way is to build out and 
utilize a Google Shopping whitelist.
 
Shopping whitelists automate the process of picking out and approving the keywords 
(Exact or Phrase Match) that are relevant and profitable for products. 

This can help close the gap between a search query and a product pairing relationship so that 
your products only show up for the searches they are most likely to convert on.

 
Here’s an outline of how the Shopping whitelist process works.

 
1. Harvest Your Approved “Top Performing” Search Terms

Using technology, marketing managers can build out a list of approved search terms also 
known as a Shopping “whitelist” for each product.
 
Approved search terms are essentially the “top performing” keywords or search queries that 
convert the most often for your product. As an advertisers, you want to show up for these 
specific searches and you’re willing to pay for them because your data shows a strong search 
query to product ad relationship.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/amazon-sponsored-products-bulk-uploads/
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2. Adding Negative Keywords

Once you have identified your top performing search terms, the next step is to start adding 
in your negative terms or in other words―the search terms you don’t want your products to 
show up for.
 
For example, a shopper begins a general product search for “boxing gloves”. Google will do 
its best to display the most relevant product ads for that search query. In this case, Google 
references your product data feed and finds that several of your products could be relevant to 
this shopper’s query.

The only problem is―this shopper is still in the “research” phase most likely due to his very 
generic and broad choice of search terms. This happens pretty frequently to advertisers and 
results in wasted clicks.
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What we have been able to do is―unless that search query (ex: “boxing gloves”) matches 
your products’ approved “whitelist” of search queries or terms, it will be added as a negative 
programmatically. 

This ensures the next time someone searches for “boxing gloves” your ad will not show up for 
generic searches unlikely to convert and will help avoid wasted ad spend.

PRO-TIP: It’s possible to have programmatic technology generate a daily report of all  
non-converting phrase and/or exact search terms in the last 30 days and bulk add them, which 
can equate to negativing hundreds of keywords per day.

In contrast, we can assume someone searching for “Venum Challenger 2.0 Boxing Gloves” knows 
they want a very specific type of boxing glove. At this stage in the shopping process 
― they are looking for this specific glove for the best price.
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3. Sculpt Your PLA Traffic
 
After a couple weeks of gathering query data and adding non-converting search terms as 
negative keywords, you’ll have a campaign where the traffic is suppressed to the point where it 
will only trigger ads for desired keywords.
 
The magic of sculpting your PLA traffic is the ability to hone-in on the exact keywords for which 
you want PLAs to show up for. It also allows practitioners to be extremely aggressive with 
bidding on these ad groups. In theory, you could turn all of your Google Shopping campaigns 
into search query-targeted campaigns as opposed to product-targeted campaigns.

 
Pros of Google Shopping Whitelists:

Ability to push and be aggressive on more targeted search 
queries based upon user search intent

Ability to control the SERP in regards to hand-picking what 
products you want to show up for more specific search queries

Ability to split-out campaigns/ad groups to target different 
parts of the funnel based upon the user’s search query (ie: 
Query = Refrigerator vs Black Samsung French Door Refrigerator) & 
ensure both the bids and product mix are targeted accordingly 
to give the customer the best chance of seeing relevant 
products that you offer

Ability to push for high impression share  
and dominate a specific subset of searches with 
relevant product

Stay ahead of your competitors. There are 
still many companies running very rudimentary 
Shopping campaigns but more and more are 
understanding how huge Google Shopping is to 
their business and overall advertising success. 
The ability to almost target users’ exact queries 
(especially top performers) can reap great 
performance gains and efficiency.
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Are There Any Cons to Google Shopping Whitelists?
 
Although Shopping whitelists are a great way to help funnel and sculpt traffic to your products, 
essentially advertisers are still paying for that first click or “research data”.
 
Shopping whitelists also require automation (aka technology to generate a daily report of all 
non-converting phrase and/or exact search terms and add them in bulk), which is something 
not every advertiser has access to.

Additionally, the process of suppressing a campaign or ad group’s traffic to a tight, targeted 
group of search terms does take several weeks, so these may not have an immediate impact.
 
These are primary reasons why we decided to experiment with priority settings, a strategy we 
use to duplicate campaigns and funnel Google Shopping search queries to the appropriate 
PLA, which you can read about in the next section.
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Leveraging Priority Settings
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Leveraging Priority Settings
ISO™ campaigns leverage priority settings and negative keywords to isolate  
and allocate more aggressive bids and budget to certain high value searches. 

This advanced strategy gives advertisers more control over which search queries their 
products show up for. It also allows them to isolate and dedicate budget to search queries that 
historically convert well. 

It’s similar to how we think of text ad campaigns. With text ads, we can choose to set up our 
campaigns based on exact searches and bid higher and with more confidence because we 
know these are exact searches we want to go after.

With ISO™ campaigns, although we can’t target keywords directly, we can leverage negative 
keyword lists in an alternative campaign and then utilize the priority settings so that searches 
funnel into the right campaign.

Before we dive into how advertisers can use priority settings, let’s take a closer look at how 
ISO™ campaigns are structured.
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1. Create ISO™ Campaign & Broad Match Campaign

The first step to building out your ISO™ campaign is to make a duplicate campaign. 

PRO-TIP: If you already have a Shopping campaign built out you can just duplicate that 
campaign and turn your existing campaign into your ISO™ campaign. You want to make sure 
your original campaign is the ISO™ campaign since it will have the most sales history.

PRO-TIP: You can build out more than one ISO™ campaign but for this example we will only 
discuss the foundational structure of ISO™ campaign development. The basic ISO™ setup is two 
campaigns— 1 ISO™ and 1 Broad Match.

The duplicate campaign will be called your Broad Match campaign. 
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2. Assign Your Priority Settings

Once you have your two campaigns built-out, you should assign your priority settings to each. 

The priority settings are located in: Settings > All Settings > Shopping Settings (Advanced)

Campaign priority settings are useful when you’re advertising the same product in multiple 
Shopping campaigns. 

If you have the same product(s) in multiple campaigns, the priority setting dictates to Google 
which campaign it should reference first. The campaign with the higher priority setting will be 
the one Google will try to serve the impression from first.
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Broad Match

•  The Broad Match campaign should have a high priority setting. 

High priority tells Google to reference this campaign first.

•  Broad Match keywords have low bids because it’s typically a general search   
    (example: running shoes) 

You don’t want to waste too much budget on terms that historically don’t convert well 
for your product BUT you also don’t want to completely forfeit this traffic. 

•  Low bids help to avoid overspending without sacrificing traffic.
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ISO™ Campaigns

•  The ISO™ campaign should have a low priority setting

Low priority tells Google to reference your campaign last

•  ISO™ campaigns have higher bids because these are typically long tail searches (example: Nike  
  Free RN Flyknit Women’s Running Shoe) or searches that tend to drive conversions at a high rate

Advertisers are willing to invest more in these searchers because they know that these 
terms will convert well and / or have converted well historically
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3. Build a List of Keyword Terms You Want  
to Isolate

So, how do you go about finding the terms you want to isolate? 

Advertisers can find search query performance data in the dimensions tab of AdWords. You 
can choose to reference the data from the Shopping campaigns only, or reference the account-
wide data from your account level dimensions > search queries report.

Shopping Campaign > Dimensions > View Search Terms
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Advertisers should look at the past 6 to 12 months of search term data and filter for search 
terms that historically have a strong conversion rate (converted clicks).

PRO-TIP: Typically, we analyze data from the past year, but depending on how much your catalog 
has changed recently, you might want to look at a shorter date range. 

PRO-TIP: You want to eliminate terms that are considered a “one off”. What this means is the 
search term only converted once but historically doesn’t carry a strong conversion rate.You 
should shoot for terms that have converted at least twice. Of course, if you typically experience 
high volume - you might want to raise that threshold up.

What Qualifies as a Successful Search Term? 

That really depends on what your company goals are. For example, if you are aiming for a 4:1 
return―you should identify terms that are performing near that goal.

The purpose of this exercise is to find the search terms that consistently perform well for 
your products.
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4. Insert Negative Keywords & Search Terms

The next step is to download your top performing search terms and turn them into negative 
keywords (exact or phrase match) to be applied to your Broad Match Campaigns. You can 
choose to put them directly into the campaign as a negative keyword or you can choose to 
make a negative keyword list and apply the list to the campaign. 

PRO-TIP: We prefer to build out a negative keyword list(s) because they are easier to apply across 
multiple campaigns - rather than having to download the data and reupload it. 

PRO-TIP: You can also add in any other generic type of negative keywords you don’t want to 
show up for including “used”, “broken”, etc. and make sure those are added to ALL of  
your campaigns.

So, Why Would an Advertiser Want to Add Successful Keywords & Terms as Negatives to 
Their Broad Match Campaign? 

As we mentioned in the example above - any searches that you know are likely to convert well 
for (example: Nike Free RN Flyknit Women’s Running Shoe) should be added as a negative in 
your Broad Match campaign, so that when those searches are done, you are “funneling” it into 
an isolated campaign with more aggressive bids and budget.
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Conversely, if a more general search is done, for example “running shoes”, your broad match 
campaign (being the high priority campaign) will also be isolated into your campaign with 
less aggressive bids and budget.

You can assume a shopper searching for “Nike Free RN Flyknit Women’s Running Shoe” knows 
what they are searching for and at this stage they are comparing prices & competitors. 

But because you have designated your budget to search terms you know perform well in your 
ISO™ campaigns―it betters the chance that this product will show up at the top of the search 
results and get a conversion.

Non-Purchase Intent
Poor Performing Terms
Brands + Brand Mispellings
Product Name + Product Name Mispellings

1 Campaign
1 All Products Ad Group
Multiple Product Groups borken out to  
'optimal granularity'

Walmart
"Center Caps"
Toyota
Camry

16 inch hubcaps
16 inch Wheel Covers
Car Hubcaps

Non-Purchase Intent Terms
Poor Performing Terms
Product Name + Product Name Mispellings

1 Campaign
1 Ad Group per Brand/Make
Product Groups specifig to Brand/Make broken 
down to ID *exclude all else

Walmart
"Center Caps"
Camry Toyota Hubcaps

Non-Purchase Intent Terms
Poor Performing Terms

1 Campaign
1 Ad Group per Product Type/Product Name
Product Groups specific to Product Type/Product 
Name broken down to ID *exclude all esle

Walmart
"Center Caps" Camry hubcaps

Funnel 
Segment

Campaign 
Priority Negative KWs Added Example Structure

Example 
Negatives

Example Target 
Queries

Bid  
Level

High High

Mid Mid Mid

LowLow High

Low
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This strategy is extremely useful for advertisers who have larger budgets and want to compete 
in the upper funnel search query market but need an extremely sophisticated strategy to 
ensure that their budget is being spent optimally.

Advertisers shouldn’t have to share budget between top performing and low performing 
search queries. 

Think in terms of Text ad campaigns, you wouldn’t put the same bid on an exact keyword as 
you would on a broad keyword. Similarly, you want to segment your spend in Google Shopping 
based on the quality of the search. ISO™ campaigns allow you to do just that.

"Over time you will be able to frequently review the search query report in your Broad 
Campaign and reevaluate which terms are hitting your goal. Then you can add those as 
negatives and continually isolate your top performers.”

- Lewis Brannon, Retail Search Manager | CPC Strategy

The next step is to programmatically complete this process.

Using programmatic ISO™ campaign technology, advertisers can set performance 
thresholds for search queries and automatically insert them as negative keyword(s) 
in various campaign levels (depending on your setup) and continually maintain a query 
isolation strategy without having to manually add negative keywords. 

Whether you choose to automate or manually update your negative keywords―advertisers 
should keep in mind that this data needs to evaluated regularly. 
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Negative keywords in your broad match campaign (aka successful search terms)  
can change. 

If you discover that one of your top performing search terms is no longer meeting those 
thresholds, you should shift it into a different campaign level. ISO™ campaigns are constantly 
gathering new data so it’s important for advertisers to avoid the “set it and forget it” mentality. 

Shifts in the market are inevitable due to seasonality or trends—so it’s critical that advertisers 
keep a close pulse on which search queries are performing well for their products.

ISO™ Campaign Options

There are additional and endless ways to set up ISO™ Campaigns to separate high 
performance and low performance parameters―not just search terms.

ISO™ Campaigns Can Be Used to Isolate Other Dimensions Including:

By Performance 

Low / medium ROI campaign, 

high ROI campaign

By Device

One campaign for desktop, 

one campaign for mobile

Search Queries  

You can take this further by 

implementing multiple levels 

(high, medium, low)

By Network

Isolate out search partners 

traffic into its own campaign
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ISO™ campaigns can also have a low, medium and high campaign structure in place for 
branded vs. non branded campaigns. 

For example, with a branded campaign we want to negative any brand terms such as “Nike” 
to make sure those very specific products get bumped from the high priority setting (broad 
match) and funneled down to the ISO™ campaign with much higher more aggressive bids. 

By Branded vs. Non-Branded

•  High priority (low bids) = non branded

•  Medium priority (medium bids) = anything branded but not that great performance

•  Low priority (high bids) = heavy hitting branded searches (example Nike, Columbia)
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Final Takeaways
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Final Takeaways
“Many companies are competing against big brands and big box advertisers, so it’s essential 
that advertisers isolate their most successful key terms, otherwise they are not going to spend 
their budget efficiently,” Brannon said.

“The biggest challenge with Google Shopping is that you can’t target certain keywords. 
But being able to isolate certain searches is a great step in the right direction and it’s what 
our clients want. We have a process in place that’s very advanced and we’re seeing an 
improvement in ROI.”

“It’s definitely a best practice to use combination of ISO™ campaigns and negative keywords.”

“It gives advertisers that extra level of granularity and control over what you’re paying for a 
given search. Up to this point, this has not been doable―but now it is.”

Lewis Brannon

Retail Search Manager, CPC Strategy



Schedule My Evaluation

What Now?

Receive a Full Google Shopping &  
Feed Strategy Audit

CPC Strategy’s Google Shopping Evaluation is a complimentary 60-minute analysis and assessment of a retailer's existing
Google Shopping campaign architecture, targeting settings, product feed, product pages, and profitability metrics.

We typically look for at least $5,000 in monthly AdWords spend to conduct your evaluation.  

This is so we have enough ad performance data to analyze and make accurate, actionable recommendations.

We Turn Browsers Into Buyers

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/retail-search-audit/

